The essay summarizes the most important results of the last sixty years of research on the iconography of the Immaculate Conception, arguing that two crucial aspects have become progressively clearer, namely the issues of "invention" and "caution." As for "invention", the two liturgical offices which Pope Sixtus IV assigned to the feast of December 8th have been identified as the main source of inspiration for most representations of the Immaculate Conception in Italian Renaissance art. "Caution", on the other hand, refers to the need for prudent propaganda felt by the supporters of the Immaculate Conception, especially by those living in major centers, where ecclesiastical authorities might easily have reported any form of excessive immaculist propaganda to the Inquisition. The essay argues that the altarpieces painted by Bernardo Zenale for two Franciscan churches, one in Cantù (1502), the other in Milan (1510), well represent the issues of "invention" and "caution. First, both paintings visualize concepts and figures that the liturgical office by Bernardino de' Bustis, a Milanese Franciscan, had made quite popular, particularly in Lombardy and Milan. Second, most of the concepts and figures here visualized do not refer to Mary's exemption from Original Sin in an obvious way: on the contrary, they require some decoding. This is especially true for Zenale's altarpiece for San Francesco Grande in Milan, which is highly cryptic, confirming that the need for cautious propaganda must have been stronger in Milan than in peripheral Cantù.
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Since Mirella Levi d'Ancona's seminal study of 1957,1 scholarship on the iconography of the Immaculate Conception in the Italian Renaissance has made great progress. The process of verifying and further investigating Levi d'Ancona's important intuitions started in the 1980s, when an international group of scholars – among whom one should remember at least Pier Luigi De Vecchi, Rona Goffen, and Laura Dal Prà – published some enlightening studies on the iconography of the Immaculate Conception in Lombardy, Venice, and Tuscany.2 Shortly thereafter, Emilia Romagna and the Marches became the object of my own investigations.3 As far as Rome and the rest of Italy are concerned, "immaculist" representations (i.e. referring to the Immaculate Conception) received attention in the regions spanning from Liguria to Calabria especially after 2004, when the 150th anniversary of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception (1854) was celebrated. On that occasion, a series of exhibitions and publications on this subject took place, thus bringing renewed attention to a subject which appears to be an inextinguishable source of fascinating interpretations.4

In this essay, I will summarize the most important results of the last sixty years of art-historical research on the Immaculate Conception. In the first part, I will argue that two crucial aspects of this iconography have become progressively clearer: one concerns the issue of "invention," the other the question of "caution." Whereas the issue of invention has been extensively investigated by now, and the results of these investigations are unanimously acknowledged, the question of caution still needs to be understood in all its implications. This is precisely the issue I will address in the second part of my essay, where I will argue that the immaculist overtones which are detectable in Leonardo's Virgin of the Rocks find confirmation in two of its most beautiful derivations, namely the
altarpieces by Bernardo Zenale now in Los Angeles and Denver respectively. However, while the Getty painting
did belong to a chapel dedicated to the Immaculate Conception, which makes its interpretation in light of this
Marian cult quite legitimate, the work at the Denver Art Museum requires some further decoding.

Invention and Caution

By “invention” I refer to the fact that the early representations of the Immaculate Conception, dating from
the 1480s to the 1530s, present an exceptional variety of iconographic solutions. Today, this phenomenon is unanimous-
ously understood as the consequence of both the novelty and the complexity of the Marian privilege which those
representations were attempting to visualize, namely the doctrine according to which the Virgin Mary is the only
human being exempted from Original Sin from the very first moment of her conception. From the early 1480s on,
right after Pope Sixtus IV had granted official approval to the Immaculate Conception by assigning two new liturgies
to the feast day of 8 December, patrons and painters were seeking the best possible way of representing a doctrine
which “was both verbally and visually abstract,” as Kim Butler cleverly observed. The sequence of altarpieces by
Crivelli (1492), Vincenzo Frediani (c. 1503), Girolamo Genga (c. 1518) and Guillaume de Marcillat (1528-1529) clearly
demonstrates how greatly the first immaculist inventions could vary (figs. 1-4). In fact, we are dealing with an ico-
nography “in progress”, in which well-known biblical figures were combined with brand new motives, each time
anew, in the attempt to reach the most effective form of visual propaganda. However, and paradoxically enough,
as much as these compositions differ from one another, all of them were inspired by the very same textual sources,
and this applies to every figure as well as to every inscription included in these paintings. The identification of these
sources with the two new liturgical texts which Sixtus IV assigned to the feast of 8 December, namely the two offices
by the Franciscans Leonardo Nogarolo and Bernardino de Bustis (which the pope had approved respectively in 1477
and 1480), is probably the most significant achievement made by art historians on the Immaculate Conception so
far. Since both offices include an exceptional number of metaphors and quotations, taken from the Bible as well
as from the Patristics, it is no wonder at that time they became a treasure trove of inspiration for patrons and artists
facing the problem of representing a subject which lacked a solid iconographic tradition.

The issue of “caution” within this iconography is far more complex. To the best of my knowledge, so far it has
been addressed in a specific way only occasionally. In this context, Alessandro Zuccari’s essay on the immaculist
imagery in Rome from the 15th to the 18th century (2005) deserves special attention. Zuccari has explained the
lack of representations explicitly celebrating the Immaculate Conception, in Rome throughout the first half of
the 16th century, as a consequence of the ambiguous and cautious position of the papacy. As is well known, not a single pope, including Sixtus IV himself, found the courage to elevate the immaculist doctrine to the status of
dogma until Pius IX in 1854. Such a persistent hesitation (or caution) on the side of the papacy was due mainly
to the strong opposition of the Dominican Order, which managed to boycott the cult of the Immaculate Con-
cession for centuries, persecuting its advocates by means of the Inquisition. This difficult situation, which John
O’Malley had already pointed out in relation to the papal court between 1450 and 1521, where sermons on the
Immaculate Conception appear to have been strictly forbidden, was recently confirmed by Barbara Gaspar, a
young scholar who has been investigating the Inquisition’s archives: Gaspar counted as many as nine volumes
entirely devoted to legal suits against the Immaculate Conception, i.e. trials referring to problematic situations all
over Italy as well as Spain.

According to Alessandro Zuccari, it is precisely because of a general concern about the Dominicans’ oppo-
position that popes like Sixtus IV and Julius II, both fervid supporters of the Immaculate Conception, restrained
from commissioning works which would support this doctrine openly. As a result, they limited their patronage
to more neutral iconographies, or to allusive imagery in which Mary’s exceptional conception was combined with
other, undisputed tenets of faith. For instance, Perugino made use of a perfectly neutral iconography in the fresco
he painted for the funerary chapel of Sixtus IV in Old St Peter’s (fig. 5), in spite of the fact that the chapel was dedi-
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icated to the Immaculate Conception, as confirmed by its inauguration on no less than the very feast day of December 8th in 1479. The fresco at the time showed a rather plain Madonna and Child in Glory between four saints: to the left St Paul and St Peter (portrayed in the act of presenting the kneeling figure of Sixtus IV to the Virgin), to the right St Francis of Assisi and St Anthony of Padua. In fact, only the prominent presence of representatives of the Franciscan Order, which was always the strongest supporter of the Immaculate Conception, and to which Sixtus IV himself belonged, suggests that this fresco by Perugino may have carried immaculist overtones. On the other hand, allusive imagery hinting at both the Incarnation and the Immaculate Conception can be detected in Michelangelo’s frescos in the Sistine ceiling, as Kim Butler demonstrated a few years ago.

Caution, however, was hardly a prerogative of the Eternal City, as we can deduce from the lack of artworks explicitly celebrating the Immaculate Conception in other major Italian centers throughout the first three to four decades of the sixteenth century. In Florence, Venice, Bologna and Milan, where devotion to the Immaculate Conception is nevertheless well documented, we look in vain for iconographies full of explicit immaculist symbols and inscriptions. Most likely, this was due to the presence of the headquarters of the various mendicant orders’ Provinces and their accompanying studia, where debates on Church doctrine were conducted at university level. Furthermore, among those mendicant orders were the Dominicans: under such circumstances, it would have been almost impossible to avoid the control of ecclesiastical authorities, who might easily have reported any form of excessive immaculist propaganda to the Inquisition.

Leonardo’s Virgin of the Rocks and the Office by Bernardino de’ Bustis

Leonardo’s Virgin of the Rocks provides a perfect example of this situation. The painting was commissioned in 1483 as part of a monumental wooden ancona that was to decorate the Chapel of the Immaculate Conception in the Church of San Francesco Grande in Milan, the headquarters of the conventual Franciscans. The ancona is lost, but its general appearance can be partially reconstructed thanks to the detailed lista de li hornamenti (list of ornaments) attached to the contract of 1483, and thanks also to a few analogous works by Giacomo Del Maino, who carved it (fig. 6). The structure must have included a statue of the Virgin, a few scenes from her life, and a number of figures: in particular, the list mentions God the Father, mountains and stones, angels and sibyls, and the Christ Child, probably in a manger. The painting by Leonardo - almost certainly the version now at the National Gallery in London (fig. 7) - was somewhere at the center of the ancona’s composition, with the two musician angels by Ambrogio de Predis (and possibly by another pupil of Leonardo) on its sides.

There is no doubt that the iconographic program of the ancona had a strong mariological character; however, and quite tellingly, it did not include any obvious hint of the Immaculate Conception. This is remarkable. We must remember that Bernardino de’ Bustis was the author of one of the two offices which had been approved by Sixtus IV for the feast of 8 December in 1477 (the office by Nogarolo) and 1480 (the one by de’ Bustis), and which were destined to inspire the entire immaculist imagery of the next decades. Therefore the Milanese de’ Bustis, who had entered the Franciscan Osservanza at a convent just outside Milan between 1475-1476, must have been working on his liturgy for the feast of the Immaculate Conception precisely in the late 1470s, namely the same years in which the newly founded Confraternity of the Immaculate Conception in San Francesco Grande began to plan the building of its chapel (1478), and its decoration. The latter included some frescoes in the vault, and the ancona by Giacomo del Maino. These works were commissioned in 1479 and 1480 respectively, while the completion of the ancona, as mentioned above, was assigned to Leonardo and the half-brothers Ambrogio and Evangelista de Predis just three years later.

Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that Bernardino de’ Bustis, who must have stood out among the Milanese Franciscans as a real expert in the immaculist doctrine, was totally extraneous to the first major commission dedicated to the Immaculate Conception in Milan. On the other hand, in the last decades of the 15th century Milan must also have been the home of a strong “maculist” party, namely of theologians and devotees – mostly belong-
ing to the Dominican Order – who strenuously opposed the doctrine of Mary’s exemption from Original Sin from the very first moment of her conception. It was precisely in Milan, as early as 1475, that Vincenzo Bandello, who was definitely the most leading maculista of the time, and repeatedly attacked the immaculist doctrine and its advocates, published his first treatise against the Immaculate Conception.24 In light of this, Leonardo’s invention for the Milanese ancona can be interpreted not only as the refined product of an autonomous mind, but also as the artist’s brilliant answer to a general need for caution on the part of his patrons.

As a matter of fact, most scholarship by now agrees that the Virgin of the Rocks carries immaculist overtones, and that a crucial part of its allusive character is to be found in the famous rocky background.25 Interestingly enough, the latter must have echoed the mountainous landscape carved in the wooden ancona, since montagne e sassi had been specifically requested in the altarpiece’s “list of ornaments” of 1483.26 As for Leonardo’s invention, the geological formations emerging from the misty background, while floods of water find their way towards the foreground, where the four characters are dangerously placed at the rugged edge of a “potential” abyss, set the scene in the same pre-creational state evoked by two biblical passages which the Franciscans frequently interpreted as referring to the Immaculate Conception. These are Ecclesiasticus (24:14) and Proverbs (8:22-25). The latter verses (“The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his ways, before he made anything from the very beginning; I was set up from eternity, and of old before the earth was made. The depths were not as yet, and I was already conceived”) do in fact belong to the opening section of the “Office of the Immaculate Conception” by Bernandino de’ Bustis (see Appendix 1).27 Thanks to this pre-creational image, the Milanese friar was stating from the start that Mary’s exemption from Original Sin must be understood as an essential part of God’s plan for the redemption of mankind, and therefore had to precede the creation of the universe itself.

The Altarpiece by Zenale for San Francesco in Cantù

The immaculist character of the landscape in the Virgin of the Rocks finds confirmation in its aftermath. Among the numerous derivations that can be found in Lombard painting,28 the altarpieces by Bernardo Zenale now at the J. Paul Getty Museum and at the Denver Art Museum stand out for presenting two different, intriguing interpretations of Leonardo’s invention. The Getty painting used to be part of a polyptych, and its lateral panels are now divided between the museums Bagatti Valsecchi and Poldi Pezzoli in Milan (figs. 8-9).29 The altarpiece was commissioned in 1502 by the Confraternity of the Immaculate Conception in Cantù for the church of San Francesco in the same town. Considering that Cantù is approximately 40 km from Milan, it is relatively safe to assume that the members of this confraternity were in touch with their Milanese colleagues, namely the members of the confraternity which had commissioned the ancona for San Francesco Grande twenty years before, including the painting by Leonardo. This circumstance, together with the fact that Leonardo and Zenale knew each other well, as reported by Vasari and Lomazzo,30 must have contributed to making Leonardo’s Virgin of the Rocks an inevitable model for Zenale (as his figure of the Christ Child - so incredibly, and sweetly leonardesco - demonstrates).

However, Zenale’s approach to his model was quite creative: on the one hand, he borrowed the geological landscape, a choice which may suggest that he and his patrons were perfectly aware of its immaculist implications. On the other hand, he included the motifs of mountains and rocky formations within a broader landscape in which the blue sky is the predominant element. In this way, the Virgin turns out to be the undisputed protagonist of the scene because her silhouette stands out against the blue background, an effect which is stressed by the fact that she is standing, in spite of having her knees slightly bent. The impression of the Virgin’s preeminent role in the composition by Zenale - an impression which is definitely stronger than in the model by Leonardo, where the woman is kneeling on the ground - is further suggested by the Christ Child, who seems to be both blessing her and pointing up to her, while looking at us with the most telling expression. This gesture is even more striking when we consider that it is an unicum among the surviving examples of this rather peculiar iconography, which appears to have been relatively frequent in Lombard art from the middle of the 15th to the first decades of the 16th
Most of these representations show the Virgin half-kneeling in front of her Son, with her hands crossed over her breast, while the Christ Child is generally blessing her, or sending her a kiss. Yet he does not, as he does in the painting by Zenale, additionally, look in our direction as if he were suggesting to the viewer that the Virgin is the focal point of his message.

One of the most interesting, yet little known examples of this iconography is a parchment datable to the end of the 15th century, which used to belong to no less than the Confraternity of the Immaculate Conception in San Francesco Grande in Milan, namely the patron of the famous ancona (fig. 10) including Leonardo’s Virgin of the Rocks.32 There are some striking similarities between the characters in the parchment and those in the painting by Zenale, from the group of the Virgin and Child - which includes an angel kneeling on the ground portrayed in the act of assisting Jesus - to the little musician angels on the sides. One cannot help thinking that Zenale had also this composition in mind while painting his altarpiece for Cantù. Evidently the artist, who replaced the cryptic characters in the Virgin of the Rocks with the group of the Virgin adoring her Child, interpreted anew an iconography which not only was familiar to the Franciscan Order, especially in Lombardy, but also is quite likely to have been perceived by his patrons as conveying immaculist overtones. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that a very similar group of the Virgin adoring the Christ Child had been adopted by Giacomo Del Maino for the ancona he had carved around 1495 for the church of San Maurizio in Valtellina (a peripheral valley in Northern Lombardy), and which was explicitly dedicated to the Immaculate Conception (fig. 6).33

Let’s now move back to Zenale’s altarpiece for San Francesco in Cantù in relation to the opening section of the office by de’ Bustis (Appendix 1). As mentioned before, the rocky landscape invented by Leonardo, and copied by Zenale, evokes a pre-creational state which is described, first and foremost, in Proverbs 8:22-25, and which is quoted at the beginning of that liturgy. Interestingly enough, the same opening section of the office includes other figures and metaphors which recall a few motifs in the altarpiece by Zenale. The office’s second antiphon invites pu-eri (literally “little boys”) to praise Our Lady above anybody else for having been conceived as gloriosam, a concept which, in this context, refers to her exemption from Original Sin. These praising little boys remind us of the young angels who, in the Getty painting (as well as in the parchment from San Francesco Grande), play and sing in honor of Mary. Two antiphons later, the office continues by stating that, had the Lord not granted a special protection to his mother, she would have been “denigrated by the Angel of darkness”. Evidently this concept refers, again, to Mary’s immaculacy. This exceptional status of hers is evoked by Christ’s gesture in the painting, both blessing and pointing: thanks to it, as well as thanks to the fact that the Child is looking at us in the most intensive way, we are invited to understand the mystery of Mary’s exemption from Original Sin in connection with God’s will, namely with his bigger plan for our redemption. Finally, in the first hymn, which follows the chapter quoting Proverbs 8:22-25 (translated above), the office celebrates the Virgin as “Bride of God,” “Star of the See,” “Gates of Heaven” (Sponsa Dei, Stella maris, Porta cœli). In my opinion, the metaphor of the Porta cœli, which is repeatedly mentioned in the office by de’ Bustis, is quite likely to have inspired Zenale to set the figure of Mary within the arch opening to the sky.34

In short, the altarpiece by Zenale for the confraternity of the Immaculate Conception in Cantù is perfectly in keeping with contemporary immaculist iconography inasmuch as it visualizes concepts and figures that the new liturgical offices for the feast of December 8th, and the one by the Milanese de’ Bustis in particular, had made quite popular. Undoubtedly, Zenale did not have Leonardo’s independent mind: nevertheless he managed to produce an image which was both clear and subtle, thus fulfilling his patrons’ need for cautious propaganda.

The Altarpiece by Zenale for San Francesco Grande in Milan

Apparently, the altarpiece by Zenale now at the Denver Art Museum presents a totally different situation in spite of the fact that its imposing geological landscape is probably one of the most beautiful derivations from the Virgin of the Rocks (fig. 11).35 In fact, the altarpiece was painted around 1510 for the Cappella della Vittoria in San Francesco Grande in Milan. Thus, it used to hang just a few chapels away from the one dedicated to the Immacu-
late Conception, which was decorated with the ancona of the Virgin of the Rocks. The Cappella della Vittoria was inaugurated in 1510 and was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, but at the same time it commemorated the victory over the Arian heresy which had been achieved by St Ambrose, the patron saint of Milan. In the altarpiece, Ambrose is portrayed to the left, kneeling above the odd-looking figure of an armored man, most likely the heretic Arius. The Virgin seems to join Ambrose in his act of suppression by raising her right foot above Arius's head, as if she were ready to crush it, at least ideally. To her right, St Jerome writes something on a sheet of paper resting on his knee, while St Joseph emerges from the shadow of the cavernous background, staring at the Madonna and Child.

As I have previously argued, the image of the Virgin in a geological landscape used to be understood as carrying immaculist overtones, at least within the Franciscan milieu in Milan and Lombardy. This must have been particularly true in the church of San Francesco Grande, where the motives of mountains and rocks were a redundant element in the ancona of the Immaculate Conception, appearing both in its wooden reliefs and in the painting by Leonardo. In light of this, I believe that the Virgin of the Denver altarpiece, too, was conceived, and perceived, as an Immaculata. This hypothesis is supported by three other elements of the composition: the inscription on the sheet of paper held by St Jerome, the position of Mary's right foot, and the colors of the Virgin's attire.

To the viewer of the altarpiece, the text on the sheet of paper in Jerome's hand poses some difficulties because it appears upside down, and its letters are quite small. However, a good close-up photograph allows us to read it as follows: Quicquid in Maria gestum est, totum puritas, totum veritas, totumque gratia (Everything which happened in Mary was all purity, all truth, and all grace; fig. 12). The very same passage is quoted in both offices of the Immaculate Conception by Leonardo Nogarolo and Bernardino de’ Bustis (see Appendix 1 and 2). However, its original source is, quite appropriately, Epistola IX. De Assumptione beatae Mariae Virginis, a text traditionally attributed to St Jerome, but most likely by Paschasius Radbertus: here Mary’s immaculate conception is discussed at length, and the passage in question ends by calling her “immaculate” and “totally uncorrupted” (see Appendix 3). Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the passage inscribed in the painting by Zenale was taken precisely from one of the two liturgical offices rather than from the text attributed to St Jerome: in his Epistola IX, the passage includes a few more words than in either the painting or the offices, and the sequence of the words is slightly different (cfr. Appendix 1, 2 and 3). As far as the two offices are concerned, it is again the one by the Milanese de’ Bustis which, most likely, provided the quotation inscribed by Zenale on the sheet of paper in Jerome's hand. While Nogarolo had included the passage in question in a section entirely dedicated to sayings attributed to St Jerome (see Appendix 2), de’ Bustis had quoted it among the dicta of a few other Church Fathers (see Appendix 1): in my opinion, it is hardly a coincidence that this series of auctoritates starts precisely with St Ambrose, who is also portrayed in the painting.

The fact that both Ambrose and the Virgin are staring at Jerome who, in turn, seems to have just interrupted the act of writing on the sheet of paper resting on his knee, confirms that the message he is delivering is crucial to the meaning of the entire composition. On the other hand, this inscription must have always been difficult to read; also, as we have seen, it refers to Mary’s absolute purity and perfection, but does not mention her immaculate conception explicitly. This suggests that the immaculist character of Jerome’s message was intended to be clear only to those in the know, namely whoever was familiar with the office by de’ Bustis; on the other hand, it would have escaped the criticism of any opponent of the Immaculate Conception.

The same could possibly apply to the curious detail of the Virgin's right foot raised above Arius's head. Its most obvious interpretation is that Mary is joining Ambrose in the act of suppressing the notorious heretic. And yet, any expert of the Immaculate Conception - today as well as in the Renaissance - cannot help but detect here an echo of God's prophecy to the devilish snake who had led Eve and Adam into temptation, as described in Genesis 3:15 (Inimicitias ponam inter te et mulierem, et semen tuum et semen illius: ipsa conteret caput tuum). This image, which is frequently merged with the one of the Woman of Apocalypse attacked by the dragon, is included in the office by Bernardino de’ Bustis, who reports an exegesis of the famous passage from Genesis, generally attributed to St Augustine: Cum subiectio originalis peccati caput sit Diaboli, tale caput Maria contrivit, quia nulla peccati subiectio ingressum habuit in animam Virginis, et ideo ab omni macula immunis fuit (Since the Devil’s head
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represents the subjection to Original Sin, that head was crashed by Mary, because no subjection to any sin ever entered her soul, and therefore she was immune from any stain). In light of this, any supporter of the Immaculate Conception who looked at the painting by Zenale, was likely to interpret the evil-looking figure of Arius as representing every form of devilish perversion, and the detail of his head - threatened by the Virgin’s right foot - as representing Original Sin itself.

As for the figure of the Virgin, the hypothesis according to which it should be interpreted as an Immaculata is further supported by the colors of her attire, namely the spectacular white of her tunic in conjunction with the light-blue of her mantel. In Marian imagery, this combination was extremely rare until the 16th century, and even then it was used only occasionally. In fact, the altarpiece by Zenale is one of the earliest examples of this in Italian art that I have been able to trace so far. On the other hand, a white tunica in conjunction with a light blue mantel is among the most typical attributes of the iconography of the Immaculate Conception from the 17th century to the present. This color-combination was explicitly recommended in the well-known treatise on painting by the Spanish artist Francisco Pacheco (1649), who also provided information about its origin, tracing it back to the last decades of the 15th century, when the Portuguese noblewoman Beatrice of Sylva (also known as Beatriz de Sylva y Menezes: Campo Mayor or Ceuta, c. 1424 – Toledo, 1491/1492) founded the female order of the Immaculate Conception of Our Lady (1484). According to the legend, the Virgin herself had appeared to Beatrice, requesting that the future nuns wear a white dress and a light-blue veil, thus reproducing the colors of her own attire. The Order of the “Conceptionists” was approved by Pope Innocent VIII in 1489. Initially the nuns adopted the Cistercian rule, yet soon after this they became closer to the Franciscans, so that in 1511 Julius II declared them a special branch of this order, entrusting them with the promotion of the cult of the Immaculate Conception.
To the best of my knowledge, there is no record of convents belonging to the Conceptionists in Milan or Lombardy in the 16th century, nor later on (in fact, the order’s first convent in Italy was founded in Rome in 1526). However, Julius II’s decision to annex them to the Franciscan Order could imply that these nuns had reached a certain popularity among the Friars Minor, and not only in Spain. Furthermore, the order’s founder, Beatrice of Sylva, is traditionally believed to have been the sister of Amedeo Menes Silva (also known as de Sylva y Menezes: Ceuta, 1420s – Milan, 1482), the founder of the Amadeiti, a particularly rigorous and independent congregation of the Franciscan Order which developed precisely in Lombardy from the 1460s on. In those years, Amedeo Menes Silva resided mainly in Milan, first in San Francesco Grande, and later on in Santa Maria della Pace, which had become the headquarters of his societas fratrum. As we know, a few decades later the church of san Francesco Grande hosted the altarpiece by Zenale; indeed, it would be quite tempting to suggest a relation between the white and blue attire of the figure of the Virgin in this painting and the habit which Beatrice of Sylva had conceived for the nuns of her Order of the Immaculate Conception of Our Lady. Yet, no documentary evidence supports a family relationship between Beatrice and Amadeo, nor a concrete relation between the Order of the Conceptionists and Milan. In spite of this, would it really be so farfetched to believe that, by the first decade of the sixteenth century, a Franciscan audience in Milan was likely to interpret the white-blue attire of the Virgin as alluding to the Immaculate Conception?

Conclusion

To sum up my argument, the altarpieces painted by Bernardo Zenale for San Francesco in Cantù (c. 1502) and for San Francesco Grande in Milan (c. 1510) well represent the issues of invention and caution that I have indicated as crucial to the understanding of the iconography of the Immaculate Conception in Italian Renaissance art. As far as the issue of invention is concerned, both paintings took inspiration not only from the Virgin of the Rocks, but also from the text which is likely to have inspired Leonardo himself, namely the Office for the feast day of 8 December, composed by Bernardino de’ Bustis in the late 1470s. As I have mentioned at the beginning of this essay, the liturgies by de’ Bustis and Nogarolo were a major source of inspiration for most representations of the Immaculate Conception conceived between the 1480s and the first half of the 16th century.

As for the issue of caution, in both altarpieces Zenale managed to visualize a number of concepts and figures referring to the Immaculate Conception in a way that must have been clear only to someone familiar with the immaculist doctrine in general, and with the Office by de’ Bustis in particular. On the other hand, neither of the paintings run the risk of being accused of explicitly supporting a belief which was still highly controversial. Especially the altarpiece for San Francesco Grande is extremely cryptic in character, including the inscription on the sheet of paper held by St Jerome, which is half-hidden, and hardly recognizable as supporting the Immaculate Conception – not surprisingly, the need for cautious propaganda must have been stronger in a major center like Milan than in peripheral Cantù.

APPENDIX 1:

From the Office of the Immaculate Conception by Bernardino de’ Bustis (1480):

Incipit devotissimum Officium Immaculatæ Conceptionis glorioæ Virginis MARIÆ, editum per Fratrem Bernardinum de Bustis, Ordinis Minorum. Quod quidem Officium confirmatum est, et approbatum a sanctissimo Domino nostro Sixto IV, Pontifice maximo [...].

In primis vespris. Antiphona. Dixit Dominus Dominæ meæ, sede a dextris innocentiæ meæ. Alleluia.

Psalmus. Dixit Dominus, cum reliquis de sancta MARIA.


Antiphona. Lætatus sum in his, quæ dicta sunt mihi, concepta est hodie Regina coel. Alleluia.

Antiphona. Lauda Ierusalem Dominum, qui non fecit taliter ulli nationi, sicut suae dilectissimæ Matri. Alleluia.

Capitulum. Dominus possedit me in initio viarum suarum, antequam quidquam faceret a principio; ab æterno ordinata sum, et ex antiquis antequam terra fieter. Necdum errant absyi, et ego iam concepta eram.

Hymnus. Gaude Mater Salvatoris, magni vellus Gedeonis; rubus igne, qui non uritur, veri templi Salomonis. Sponsa Dei, Stella maris, Porta cœli te vocaris, mundi salus sequentis, caput cœdens Holofernis. […]

Ex dictis Sanctorum Doctorum. Lectione I. 49


APPENDIX 2:

From the Office of the Immaculate Conception by Leonardo Nogarolo (1477): 50

Prima Lectio ex dictis Beati Hieronymi.

Canitur in canticis de MARIA hortus conclusus, fons signatus, emissiones tuæ Paradisus. Hortus deliciarum, in quo sunt consita universa florum genera, et odoramenta virtutum; sicque signatus, ut nesciat violari, neque corrumpi ulla invidiosa fraudibusque Diaboli; fons itaque signatus sigillo totius Trinitatis. Idemque. Quicquid in MARIA gestum est, totum puritas, totum veritas, totumque gratia fuit: et iterum, Cæteris virginibus praestatur gratia per partes; MARIA vero tota se infudit plenitudo gratiæ.

APPENDIX 3:

From Epistola IX. Ad Paulum et Eustochium. De Assumptione beatae Mariae Virginis attributed to St Jerome, yet probably by Paschasisus Radbertus (8th-9th century): 51
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9 A. GALIZZI KROEGEL, *op. cit.*, 2005 (with bibliography).
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A photo and a transcription of the “list of ornaments” are published in the entry by V. ARRIGHI-E. VILLATA, “La commisse-
sione per la Vergine delle Rocce, Milano, 25 aprile 1483”, in: Leonardo da Vinci. La vera immagine. Documenti e testimo-
discussion of the document see also M.C. PASSONI, “Nuovi documenti e una proposta di ricostruzione per l’ancona
to two other Ancone dell’Immacolata by Giacomo Del Maino, both datable around 1490-1495 and located in the province
of Sondrio (one in the Church of San Maurizio in Ponte in Valtellina, another in the Oratorio della Madonna della nev
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op. cit., 2011, pp. 170-172. The painting at the Louvre is datable between 1483 and 1485, the one at the National Gal-

erie between 1499 (terminus ante quem) and 1506 (terminus post quem). As for the two panel paintings which used to
decorate the ancona on the sides of the Virgin of the Rocks, and which are also kept at the National Gallery, London,
Syson (Ibid.) has attributed the Angel in Red with a Lute to Ambrogio De Predis, and the Angel in Green with a Vielle
to an “Associate of Leonardo da Vinci (Francesco Napoletano?)”.

Contrary to his surviving literary production, which is rather vast, the biographical data on de’ Bustis are quite limited:
he was born in Milan, from a noble family, around 1450; after moving to the university of Pavia, he dropped the study
of law in order to enter the Franciscan Osservanza in the convent of Sant’Angelo in Legnano, where he resided for a
few years. Pretty soon, he became a much appreciated preacher (particularly on the Immaculate Conception), which
made him travelling in many cities throughout Lombardy and Emilia Romagna. He died between 1513 and 1515, and
was buried in the convent of Santa Maria della Misericordia a Melegnano, in the outskirts of Milan. A. ALECCI, “Busti
(de’ Busti, de Bustis, de’ Bustis, da Busto), Bernardino”, in: Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Rome, Istituto della Enci-

Libellus recollectorius de veritate conceptionis beatae virginis Mariae, Milan 1475. Vincenzo Bandello (Castelnuovo Scrivia,
1435 - Almonte, 1506) had entered the Dominican Order in 1471 in Bologna, where he soon became a leading theo-

digan, and - in 1490 - a member of the Inquisition. During the 1480s and 1490s, he was twice prior of San Domenico in
Bologna, and twice prior of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan. A. FERRUA, “Bandelli (Bandello), Vincenzo”, in: Dizionario


B. DE’ BUSTIS, Officium Immaculatæ Conceptionis gloriosæ Virginis Mariae, in : Armamentarium Seraphicum, op. cit., 1649,
vol. II, col. 71.

P.C. MARANI, “La Vergine delle rocce di Leonardo, la sua fortuna iconografica e il Paliotto leonardesco di Santa Maria
del Monte”, in: Idem, Leonardiana. Studi e saggi su Leonardo da Vinci, Milano, Skira, 2010, pp. 103-114. See also the nu-

M. NATALE, “L’ancona dell’Immacolata Concezione a Cantù”, in: Zenne e Leonardo…, op. cit., 1982, pp. 24-33; D. JAFFÉ,
138. The inclusion of the four saints in the lateral panels (St Stephan and St Anthony of Padua at the Poldi Pezzoli; St
John the Baptist and St Francis of Assisi at the Bagatti Valsecchi) is discussed in light of the immaculist doctrine in P.L.

Vasari mentions Zenne in the “Life” of Bramante, where he describes the artistic entourage in Milan: “Eravi ancora un Ber-
nardino da Trevio [i.e. Treviglio, Bernardo Zenale’s native town, approx. 30 km far from Milan], milanese, ingegnere ed ar-
chitetto del Duomo, e disegnatore grandissimo, il quale da Leonardo da Vinci fu tenuto maestro raro, ancora che la sua
maniera fosse crudetta ed alquanto secca nelle piture” (G. VASARI, Le Vite de’ più eccellenti pittori scultori e architetti nelle
reports an anecdote according to which Leonardo sought the advice of Zenale when he was having trouble in rendering
the beauty of Christ in the fresco of the Last Supper for Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan (G.P. LOMAZZO, Trattato dell’arte

The parchment (Milan, Archivio Ospedale Maggiore) was first published in *Il Francescanesimo in Lombardia. Storia e arte*, Milan, Silvana Editoriale, 1983, p. 61, fig. 21.


32 The parchment (Milan, Archivio Ospedale Maggiore) was first published in *Il Francescanesimo in Lombardia. Storia e arte*, Milan, Silvana Editoriale, 1983, p. 61, fig. 21.


37 I am very grateful to the staff of the Denver Art Museum, and to curator Angelica Daneo in particular, for providing me with an excellent close-up of this part of the altarpiece, which allowed me to identify the inscription and its source. This happened a few years ago: in the meantime, the same result has been published by Stefania Buganza. S. BUGANZA, *op. cit.*, 2014, p. 250.


41 B. DE’ BUSTIS, *op. cit.*, 1649, vol. II, col. 91. In fact, the passage does not seem to be by Augustine, whose work I have checked in the online version of the *Patrologia Latina*. Also, the passage is not listed among the numerous texts from the Fathers of the Church quoted in B. KOROŠAK, *op. cit.*, 1958.

42 A white tunica with a blue mantel (with golden decorations) is worn by the Virgin in the so-called *Allegory of the Immaculate Conception* by Girolamo Mazzola Bedoli, painted between 1533 and 1539 for the Oratorio della Concezione in San Francesco del Prato, Parma (Parma, Pinacoteca Nazionale). The *Madonna del Parto/Woman of the Apocalypse* by Nardo di Cione (ca. 1360, Fiesole, Museo Bardini) wears a blue mantel over a white tunica studded with stars. My research on these images is still a work in progress.


47 Grado Giovanni Merlo points out the lack of documents and information concerning the origin and youth of Amadeo Menes. Consequently, he raises strong doubts about the tradition according to which Amadeo was the brother of Beatrice of Sylva. *Ibid.*
Ovaj esej sažima najznačajnije rezultate posljednjih šezdeset godina istraživanja ikonografije Bezgrešnog začeća, u kojima se raspravlja o tome da su dva važna gledišta postala bitno jasnija – problem “invencije” i “smotrenosti”. U odnosu prema “invenciji”, dva liturgijska obreda (koje je papa Siksto IV pokrenuo za svetkovinu 8. prosinca na temelju tekstova koje su sastavili franjevci Leonardo Nogarola i Bernardino de’ Bustis i koji su prihvaćeni 1477., odnosno 1480.) bila su identificirana kao glavni izvor inspiracije za prikaz Bezgrešnog začeća u umjetnosti talijanske renesanse. “Smotrenost” se, pak, odnosi na potrebu za razboritom i opreznom promidžbom koju su zagovarali štovatelji Bezgrešnog začeća, a posebice oni koji su živjeli u većim središtima, gdje su crkvene vlasti mogle lako prijaviti bilo kakav oblik pretjerane imakulističke propagande inkviziciji. Leonardova Bogorodica na stijenama pruža najbolji primjer. Slika je bila naručena 1483. kao dio monumentalne drvene ancone (retabl) za kapelu Bezgrešnog začeća u crkvi San Francesco Grande u Milanu. Ipak, niti retabl ni Leonardova slika ne sadržavaju vidljive elemente Bezgrešnog začeća, pa znanstvenici smatraju da se najvažniji dio metaforičkog obilježja slike može pronaći u stjenovitom pejzažu, koji je referenca na tekst iz Mudrih izreka (8:22-25), koji istovremeno i ne za čudo pripada uvodnom dijelu liturgijske službe Bernardina de’ Bustisa. Imakulistički, iako skriveni, značaj pejzaža na slici pronalazi potvrdu i na drugim slikanim djelima, posebice na oltarnim slikama koje Bernardo Zenale slika za crkvu San Francesco u Cantùu (oko 1502., danas u muzeju J. Paul Getty) i crkvu San Francesco Grande u Milanu (1510., danas u Muzeju umjetnosti u Denveru). Ove su oltarne slike pravi primjeri za pojašnjenje koncepata „invencije” i „smotrenosti”. U odnosu na “invenciju” u obje je slike Zenale posudio geološki pejzaž od Leonarda, koji je taj motiv preuzeo iz teksta Bernardina de’ Bustisa. Stoviše, Zenale je uključio druge motive i likove koje je de’ Bustisov tekst učinio vrlo popularnim, ponajprije u Lombardiji i Milanu. Što se tiče pitanja „smotrenosti”, glavnina se prikaza i likova vizualiziranih u ovim oltarnim slikama ne odnosi na jasno prenošenje poruke o Marijinom izuzeću od istočnog grijeha; naprotiv, oni traže daljnje čitanje i dešifriranje elemenata u svrhu razumijevanja ‘slike’. To se ponajprije odnosi na Zenaleovu oltarnu sliku za San Francesco Grande u Milanu, snažno prikrivene poruke, što potvrđuje da je oprez u promicanju ove ideje bio izraženiji u većim središtima kuće što je Milano, nego u perifernom Cantùu.